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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
E-mail phishing (from now on simply "phishing") is currently
the most dangerous attack technique used by cyber criminals
to penetrate technological defences, in particular those
created by the organisation's Cyber Security team. 
 
There are various forms of phishing, but the growing tendency
is to develop increasingly sophisticated and personalised
attacks ("spear phishing") that exert a sort of psychological
manipulation on the recipient, causing them to become an
unaware accomplice in the cyber attack.
 
All statistics concerning cyber attacks highlight the growth of
this technique. It is not just a question of quantitative growth,
but also of qualitative growth. The level of sophistication
achieved by phishing attacks, especially in association with
advanced social engineering strategies, puts everyone at risk
of becoming a victim, paradoxically even people prepared to
deal with cyber risks.
 
 
ACTING IS FUNDAMENTAL

In order to combat this increasingly worrying phenomenon, it
is essential to act on several levels.
 
In addition to a technological approach, it is necessary to act
on the "human factor", increasing the level of awareness of  
 all users regarding phishing risk and the various forms it can
take by way of an effective programme of Cyber Security
Awareness.
 
To cope with this new emergency, it is not sufficient to give
instruction on phishing techniques, acting only on the
cognitive sphere, but it is also necessary to act on the
"instinctual" sphere, training primary human defence
characteristics such as preparedness and responsiveness.
 
The objective is to create not only aware users who can
recognise danger based on specific criteria, but also prepared
and reactive users who can sense general danger and adapt
their behaviour accordingly.
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COGNITIVE AND EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

Based on a concept of continuous education and practice,
cognitive and experiential learning represents the new
frontier in the fight against cybercrime because it can
transform users from a weak link in the chain to the first
line of defence.
 
Yet until recently the most common anti-phishing function
that organisations have adopted consists of simulation
platforms carrying out ethical phishing campaigns.
  
This activity was mainly used to determine a hypothetical
phishing risk, improperly based on the click rate. These
platforms have structural limitations as they do not allow for
the development of effective experiential learning programmes
and provide only an approximate phishing risk assessment.
 
These limitations are overcome by Cyber Guru Phishing, an
advanced and innovative platform that, by exploiting
automation, artificial intelligence, machine learning and
advanced reporting, carries out effective experiential
learning programmes.
 
Cyber Guru Phishing is the only fully autonomous anti-
phishing simulation platform that produces effective results
without burdening your Cyber Security teams.
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e-mail
phishing

PHISHING 
 HOW DOES A PHISHING ATTACK MATERIALISE?

Cyber criminals send messages with deceptive content and
invite the recipient to act, by convincing them they will
gain an advantage or avoid an unpleasant situation. If the
recipient falls for the trap and performs the requested
action, the criminals gain a fraudulent advantage that may
cause damage to the recipient or their organisation.
 
Their chances of success will depend on two conflicting
factors: 
·        

the ability of the message to be both attractive and
credible to the recipient, so much so that it prompts the
recipient to perform the requested action;

 
the recipient's ability to recognise the fraudulent
intention of the message and thus avoid carrying out the
requested action.

 
By message we mean any digital medium capable of
exchanging messages. E-mail remains the main vehicle for
spreading phishing attacks.
  
For this reason, the term phishing is specifically associated
with e-mail, while for attacks that are carried out with
other channels have been coined new terms such as
smishing or vishing.
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WHAT IT IS AND HOW IT WORKS

Phishing is the most common attack
technique used by cyber criminals:
most computer scams are based on this
model, which is constantly evolving.
 
It aims to obtain an undue advantage by
exploiting the involuntary and unaware   
collaboration of the user.
 
It can cause damage to individuals and
organisations, but the direct target of
the attack is always the individual.
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OBJECTIVES OF A PHISHING ATTACK
 

The main objectives of a phishing attack and the primary consequences of the action performed by
the user are:
 

to infect the victim's devices, and consequently the victim's organisation, with malware,
with the direct goal of causing damage or with the indirect goal of obtaining critical
information to be used as a basis for subsequent attacks;

 
to directly obtain sensitive information such as access credentials, leading the victim to
fake web pages;

 
to carry out a direct scam, prompting the victim to make a purchase or payment or to give
up data detailing a means of payment.

 
These are all forms of attack that can be particularly damaging to the victim and their
organisation.
 
 
 
TYPES OF PHISHING ATTACKS
 

Among the various classifications, one is based on the content of the phishing message:
 

Spray Phishing – is the most common technique, broadly cast and not very sophisticated.
It relies on high volume for success. Many e-mails are sent to many users to increase the
probability that the content will seem attractive and credible to at least some recipients.
"Spray" messages are created quickly without much planning and are often the result of
bad translations. Normally, if you read the content carefully, you will find many clues to its
malicious intention.

 
The typical victim of this type of attack is an unaware and inattentive user.
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Phishing
attack
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SOCIAL ENGINEERING
 

Social engineering involves a detailed information gathering phase, necessary to acquire
information about the target that will form the basis of the entire offensive strategy. The more
information they collect about the target, the more likely it is that the attack will be successful.
For this reason, it is likely that the actual attack, the one that produces the real benefits for the
cyber criminal and most damage to the target organisation, will be preceded by other attacks that
support the information phase.
   
Information about the target can be obtained either through the use of malware or through
fraudulent access to the target's system, perhaps with credentials obtained through a previous
phishing attack or from a deceived victim who revealed sensitive information.
 
The information phase is often enabled by the prevailing tendency of individuals and organisations
to communicate using digital channels, including social tools. Digital communication therefore
represents a need, an opportunity, and a cyber risk.
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Spear Phishing – is a more sophisticated technique because of its direct and personalised
approach. The content of the message is not generic but rather built specifically for a user or a
certain category of users. These elaborate messages, often perfect in logic and syntax, are built
with a good understanding of the target and based on accurate information. No one can
consider themselves completely safe with this technique. The only weapons of defence are the
awareness and preparedness of the user, important human characteristics that we will explore
later.

 
Spear phishing depends on the criminal's knowledge of the target, which is necessary to create
messages that attract attention and appear credible enough to prompt the potential victim to take
the requested action. It is at this stage that phishing intersects with social engineering in a  multi-
step strategy that uses deception and psychological manipulation to trap the potential victim.
  
It should be clear from the above that with spear phishing, attack techniques have become much
more sophisticated and therefore more difficult to recognise, so that no one, not even an
individual with advanced skills, is impervious to these attacks.

Social
engineering
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The CEO
scam

FINANCIAL LOSSES

The latest FBI Internet Crime Report
clearly shows that the number and
value of losses incurred as a result of
Internet fraud continues is growing
exponentially.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Internet Crime Report

 
In particular, the biggest financial loss
comes from Business E-mail
Compromise scams.
 
In the last year these scams ensnared
20,373 victims for a total loss of 1,298
billion dollars.

THE CEO SCAM

There is now a particular attack strategy called Business E-
mail Compromise (BEC) or more commonly "The CEO
scam". This online scam is increasingly effective and
widespread and causes economic damage, often very
significant, to the organisation that falls for it.
 
The fraudster induces an employee of the organisation to
perform an action in response to a request that seems to
come from a high-level figure in the same organisation.
   
The action typically consists of a cash payment or the
communication of sensitive information that benefits the
criminal organisation. A recent news report highlighted the
story of a multinational company that purchased a "ghost"
company based on compromised communications between
various company sites.
   
It is important to point out that fraud affects large, medium
and small organisations alike. In most cases, this scam is
triggered by a compromise of the e-mail address of a
senior-level figure. This allows cyber criminals to acquire
enough information about the target organisation to trigger
the trap and send e-mails that appear very credible.
 
Working on a user's awareness can strengthen their ability
to resist phishing attacks. But to reduce the risk further it
is necessary to change the user's attitude so that they
perceive threats early on, and this is done by sharpening
human characteristics such as preparedness and
responsiveness.
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Phishing
statistics

THE PHISHING PHENOMENON IN NUMBERS

The phenomenon of phishing is taking on   dramatic
proportions.
 
All statistics agree: most successful attacks are the result of
improper action by a user prompted by a phishing e-mail.
An organisation's real enemy is hidden in the e-mail
accounts of their employees and collaborators.
  
Often the fraudulent e-mail and the consequent user action
represent merely the trigger of an attack strategy that will
be fully realised through the use of malware or information
skilfully stolen from the user himself.
 
Objective data presents a worrying picture of the levels
reached by the phishing phenomenon.
 
For example, using the 2018 Verizon Data Breach Report
we can conclude that at least 80% of data breaches can be
traced back to a phishing attack.
 
According to the SANS Institute, 95% of enterprise-level
attacks used phishing as the primary attack vector.
  
Looking beyond the details and minor differences between
the various reports, we can establish with certainty that
phishing is the main vector of attack used to break through
defensive structures.
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ALTERNATE FORMS OF PHISHING

There are forms of phishing that use
alternative channels to e-mail, such as:
 

Smishing: attacks carried out with
text messages offering deceptive
content and malicious links.

 
Vishing: attacks carried out with
deceptive messages and malicious
links sent using instant messaging
systems such as WhatsApp.

 
Fake post: attacks carried out with
deceptive posts published via the
Web or via social channels, which
offer a malicious link.

 
Sneaky Phishing: attacks carried out
with a technique to compromise
two-level authentication that were
developed specifically to increase the
level of security of systems and
applications.
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The picture becomes more worrying considering a figure provided by KPMG showing that 88% of
organisations reported having suffered at least one phishing attack in the last calendar year
(2018).
  
The Clusit 2019 report on ICT Security in Italy highlighted that in 2018 there was a general
increase in serious attacks with a sharp increase of +56% attributable to phishing.
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Phishing
+56,9%

These statistics should be even more worrying, because it is often difficult to identify the root
cause of a successful attack. We usually point to the final step in the process, for example the
malware that caused the damage. 
 
Yet, as can be seen from the Verizon report, 66% of malware is installed from an attachment
received by e-mail.
 
For example, the Emotet trojan, considered highly dangerous, was spread through e-mail
campaigns with more than 1 million e-mails sent every day.

Clusit 2019 report on ICT Security in Italy
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Another impressive number is the one provided by Webroot: each month more than 1.5 million
fake sites are created and linked to phishing e-mail activities.
 
The costs associated with these fraudulent actions are almost impossible to calculate. 
 
The above-mentioned BEC phenomenon produces, according to the FBI, almost 12 million dollars
of losses, money that will never be recovered.
  
Therefore, looking beyond the nuances, all analysts agree that phishing is the main vehicle of
attack, the most widespread, the one with the highest probability of success, and the one that
produces the most damage. This also generates civil and criminal liability issues for employees
and management who are unable to demonstrate that they have taken all possible actions to
combat this phenomenon, including training the organisation's users.
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Containing
Phishing

STEMMING THE PHISHING PHENOMENON
 

All organisations in recent years have tried to build a technological wall against phishing. The
ideal would be to stop malicious e-mails before they reach your employees' e-mail accounts,
eliminating the problem at its root.
   
Clearly, solutions of this type have proved very useful in reducing the scale of the phenomenon,
but not in stopping its destructive potential.
   
In fact, a single e-mail that manages to creep into the organisation, circumventing technological
controls, is enough to generate notable damage. So, while it's true that junk mail filters block large
amounts of  suspicious e-mail every day, it's also true that all organisations now admit they've
suffered phishing attacks they haven't been able to stop.
 
Criminal organisations continue to develop increasingly sophisticated attack techniques, capable
of deceiving both the technical environment with its filtering systems and the user once the
message reaches their e-mail box. 
 
Target link checking systems and antivirus systems also perform significant roles, but they are
limited compared to the scale and sophistication of the attacks.
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If we want to participate seriously in the battle against phishing, we must transform users into
the first line of defence against cybercrime, with a concentrated focus on the "human factor".
 
We are not saying anything new to the organisations that have adopted or are planning to adopt
Cyber Security Awareness programmes. It is expected that in the next few years all organisations,
large and small, will have embarked on this path.
  
Developing awareness of cyber risks, raising the level of attention of users by modifying their
behaviour in the face of cybercrime, is a must. Innovation in recent years has come at a powerful
pace, while the culture of innovation has lagged far behind.
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The human
factor
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Security
Awareness

CYBER SECURITY AWARENESS 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRAINING PROGRAMME
 

So, the first assumption we would like to discuss is that to counter phishing it is necessary to
start a significant programme of Cyber Security Awareness that is able to reach all employees and
collaborators.
   
However, it is necessary to elaborate some of the features of such a programme, because a Cyber
Security Awareness programme must not only be a way to demonstrate, in case of actual
intrusion, that you have done everything possible to prevent this situation, but it must be a way to
concretely reduce the risk of a Cyber attack.
  
Below are four key features of a Cyber Security Awareness training programme:
 

Effective - capable of effectively changing the behaviour of the corporate population,
adapting it to the level of the Cyber threat. This involves the ability to engage users and
motivate them to participate, overcoming the historical limits of corporate training.

 
Open to all - is meaningful for the entire corporate population, regardless of the role they
play within the organisation. This implies a particular attention to language, which must
be common and far from any technological orthodoxy.

 
Continuous - able to maintain a high level of attention to cyber threats over time. This
involves a long-term programme that is constantly being updated in line with the
evolution of attack techniques.

 
Compatible - having minimal impact on time and professional commitments. It must have
a low-level approach over time and incorporate the delivery of brief training bursts.
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Instinctual
Sphere

As we have already said, acting effectively on awareness is
necessary but not sufficient when confronting the phishing   
phenomenon. In addition to the cognitive sphere, it is also
important to act on the instinctual sphere, training the
individual's preparedness and responsiveness.
 
The level of sophistication achieved by phishing attacks,
especially in spear phishing situations and in the
combination of this mode of attack with social engineering
strategies, requires us to go beyond the cognitive sphere.
Psychological manipulation and the sense of pressure and
urgency typical of corporate communications are skilfully
employed in phishing e-mails. The high number of e-mails
and solicitations received by users creates a condition that
often leads to impulsive action, without putting in place the
controls that are suggested in the courses of Cyber
Security Awareness.
 
In addition, once the integrity of an organisation's e-mail
system is compromised, as in the BEC, all "rational" signals
that help us recognise fraudulent activity are also
compromised, making it very difficult to detect a phishing
attempt. In the end, a moment of distraction is all it takes
for a user fall into a trap set by criminal organisations and
become cybercrime victim.
  
For this reason, it is absolutely necessary to develop in the
users an appropriate attitude, a sort of natural propensity
to recognise danger. We all learn to recognizing risks and
dangers, even without specific training, through
experiential training.
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CYBER SECURITY AWARENESS

Regarding the issue of Cyber Security
Awareness, which clearly does not refer
only to the phishing phenomenon, but
to all types of cyber threats, we invite
you to refer to our dedicated White
Paper.
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Preparedness
and
responsiveness

PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSIVENESS
 

Training on competence means acting on the cognitive sphere, and therefore means training users
to recognise the main clues of a phishing attack by paying close attention to e-mails received.
   
Three elements are decisive in this process: the sender, the content of the e-mail, and the
destination link.
 

Paying attention to the sender means verifying whether the actual sender corresponds to
the apparent sender or to the expected sender. But this recommendation does not work in
the case of the BEC, i.e. the sender's actual e-mail has been compromised, because the
bogus message actually comes from the mailbox of a top figure in the organisation, even if
it was not sent by that person.

 
Paying attention to the content means searching for semantic or spelling errors that
highlight the lack of credibility of the content. But this recommendation might not be
enough in the most sophisticated cases of spear phishing, especially if supported by social
engineering activities. The content in these cases is very precise and accurate and
therefore very credible. 

 
Paying attention to the destination link means verifying the relationship between the
apparent and the actual link and assessing the appropriateness and reliability of the final
destination. In this case the verification is not trivial and often the sophistication of the
deception tends to make the user's work even more complex.

 
Acquiring awareness through a learning process is therefore a necessary but not sufficient
strategy. It must be supported by a training activity that goes beyond the "rational" sphere, and
that sharpens human characteristics such as preparedness and responsiveness to create an almost
instinctive suspicion that warns the user when a malicious e-mail is encountered.
  
These human characteristics need to be continuously trained via a specific training programme.
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Experiential
Path

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
 
In the case of anti-phishing training, the subject must be exposed to regular attacks that train him
or her to deal with risk situations and develop adaptive behaviour. Clearly, the experiential path
will have to be customised based on the specific profile of each subject with respect to phishing
risk, a profile made up of factors such as: initial awareness, the role played in the company, the
type of device used, etc.
 
It is clear that to achieve this level of customization you need an advanced platform with an
adaptive approach based on automation, artificial intelligence and machine learning.

THE LIMITATIONS OF ETHICAL PHISHING
 

In the absence of such a platform, the response that organisations have adopted in recent years
has been very limited compared to the great need for such an experiential learning path. In
general, most organisations have used simulation platforms that carry out periodic campaigns of
"ethical phishing", which consist of sending a misleading e-mail in a simulated attack.
 
Often these campaigns are linked to educational content that is carried out by the user who falls
for the deception. Their primary purpose is usually to measure the level of phishing risk by
associating it with the "click rate" calculated at the end of the campaigns.
  
The click rate identifies how many users clicked on the malicious link in the simulation e-mail
compared to the number of e-mails sent. If 100 e-mails are sent and 25 clicks are detected, the
click rate is 25%, which is then assumed to be the level of the phishing risk. The reference to 25%
is not random: statistically the click rate for this type of activity is between 20% and 30%.
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As we have said, these activities have some clear limitations regarding both the objective for which
they are usually carried out, i.e. an assessment of the phishing risk, and the more ambitious objective
of reducing the phishing risk.
 
Let's better understand the limitations of Ethical Phishing:

 
1) SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY TEAMS 

 
The first limitation is that these platforms require a significant effort in terms of
configuration (management of user lists, preparation of templates, execution and
interpretation of results, etc.), which severely limits their deployment, especially in large
organisations. For this reason, in a large organisation, one or two campaigns a year are
normally carried out on a small sample of users. It is clear that with these frequencies the
campaigns do not qualify as an experiential learning programme, which requires recurrent
exposure to risk.

 
2) INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED

 
The second limitation is related to the interpretation of the results in two areas:

 
1. Phishing risk assessment, because the association between click rate and phishing risk is
somewhat arbitrary, an assumption that is not reflected in the analysis.
 
2. Difficulty in objectively in drawing conclusions from this data or digging down into the
details, for example by considering the character of the organisation. Are some
organisational units or branches at greater risk? It seems like an almost trivial question, yet
the answer often requires significant effort with platforms that require complex manual
configuration.

 
With regard to the association between click rate and phishing risk, many platforms have
introduced a parameter to evaluate the difficulty of the attack sent. It is obvious that the click
rate is strongly influenced by the template used for the attack.
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Ethical
Phishing
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A very sophisticated e-mail, which deals with highly sensitive issues in terms of the
organisation, will be more likely to deceive the recipient than a generic e-mail that contains
spelling mistakes. It is therefore necessary to define a coefficient of difficulty to make the
assessment of the phishing risk more credible. The problem lies in the definition of this
coefficient, which in most cases is attributed empirically, according to an assessment based
on general assumptions rather than objective evidence. 
 
Each organisation is a separate entity and therefore reactions to a given template will
vary between organisations. 
 
This aspect becomes even more complex if we consider the various structures within a
given organisation.
  
Therefore, the only way to assign a valid coefficient of difficulty to a template is to observe
the results that each template produces within an organisation and its sub-units, also
considering more general parameters such as the vertical sector and the organisational
complexity. Hence the need to "learn" from recorded data "in the field".

 
3) WORD-OF-MOUTH EFFECT

 
The third limitation is linked to the phenomenon of "word of mouth". These campaigns are
often sent en masse using a single template or a limited number of them. This means that
the reliability of the statistics systematically decreases over time. The most effective and
therefore the highest click rate is recorded in the first few minutes after sending, and the
effect fades hourly. After one hour the news of the test will have already spread within the
organisation so that the number of recipients who fall for the deception is inevitably
reduced. The "word of mouth" phenomenon depends on many factors and cannot be
calculated statistically, making the click rate an even less reliable indication of the level of
phishing risk.
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Phishing
simulations
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4) NO IMPACT ON THE PHISHING RISK
 

The fourth limitation is linked to what should be the obvious objective of an activity of this
type, i.e. to decisively and concretely reduce the risk. 
 
To do this it is necessary to activate mechanisms of experiential learning, making each
deception a learning experience, so those who fall for a deception are made aware of their
mistake and are sent on a tailored training path. Many organisations, for example, prefer
to avoid revealing to a user that they have fallen for a deception, in order to reduce the
"word of mouth" phenomenon.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
For example, the malicious link might be directed to a page that highlights neither the
simulation nor the deception: legitimate web pages, 404 error pages, or pages without
content. In this specific case, the word of mouth phenomenon is reduced, but experiential   
learning is completely lost.
  
Other organisations instead direct the victim of the deception to a page where they
highlight that it is a simulation activity, adding to this page generic training content
related to phishing. In this case, organisations will not be able to avoid the word-of-mouth
phenomenon described above, however they will benefit from the victim's exposure to
training material.
 
Yet they still do not benefit from effective experiential learning, especially due to the first
limitation we highlighted, namely the low frequency of ethical phishing activities.
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Evaluation
limitations
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The path to experiential learning must be consistent over time and have a sufficiently high
frequency exposure to risk to train the preparedness of the individual.

 
5) QUANTITATIVE AND AGGREGATE METRICS

 
The fifth limitation is linked to the fact that in most cases these activities achieve an
exclusively quantitative and aggregate result. They put the organisation into a position where
they can understand how many people clicked, but not who clicked. 
 
This limitation is sometimes due to structural problems of the delivery platform and its
relationship to the organisation, other times to issues regarding the right to privacy or the
absence of specific trade union agreements. 
 
The consequence is that it will not be possible to carry out differentiated training based on
an individual's propensity to become the victim of a phishing attack. It might seem an
insurmountable limitation, but in reality, there is a way to combine privacy and trade union
rights with the need to pursue a differentiated experiential learning programme.
 
 

Putting  these limitations together, we can certainly say that traditional simulation platforms
are not effective in simultaneously assessing and reducing phishing risk.
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Quantitative
metrics
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PHISHING RISK ASSESSMENT
 
As for the difficulties of assessing phishing   risk using a traditional ethical phishing campaign, we
can study a further example. 
 
Let's imagine 10 campaigns of ethical phishing on 100 users that send users who fall for the
deception to a training page. Let's assume that in each of the 10 campaigns we get a click rate of
10% i.e. 10 users in each campaign click on the malicious link or otherwise perform the deceptive
action suggested by the template.
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Click rate
and risk

If we did a simple correlation of click rate to phishing risk, we could assume that the organisation
presents a constant risk of 10%. Such a figure, apart from being insignificant, could be frustrating
for an organisation that in the same period has carried out numerous awareness initiatives that
only to see no positive effect in click rate.
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SIf we were able to evaluate this result in a qualitative way, we might for example find that those
10 people are not always the same and that all users at the end of the 10 campaigns have clicked
once on the malicious link. This would mean that experiential learning, combined with all other
awareness activities, has produced a positive result. 
 
In fact, the 10 users who fell victim to the deception in each simulated attack and were
consequently exposed to the training content mentioned above have become immune to
subsequent attacks. Following this trend, we could assume that at the eleventh campaign we
would get the fantastic result of zero risk, i.e. zero clicks, because all 100 users would have
already been exposed to the educational content.
 
Clearly this is a theoretical example, also because no user can develop infinite resilience (the
ability to experience attacks without ever becoming a victim), especially when attacks are
becoming increasingly complex and sophisticated, and therefore increasingly difficult to
recognise. This consideration gives rise to the need for constant and continuous training.
  
This theoretical example helps us understand that aggregate quantitative data alone does not
help us correctly assess the phishing risk or to diminish it.
 
CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
 
Faced with these limitations, some organisations have attempted custom solutions using the
various open-source platforms available. The results, however, often do not differ much from
those evidenced by traditional ethical phishing.
 
A custom platform, unless investments are excessively high compared to the needs of a single
organisation, will present the same limitations that we have highlighted in the previous
paragraphs and will not break free from the logic that drives third-party ethical phishing
platforms.
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In particular:
 

1. limitations in automation leading to excessive impact on cyber security teams;
 
2. limitations in the interpretation of results, leading to difficulties in assessing the
effectiveness of the platform in terms of reducing the actual phishing risk;

 
3. limitations in layout and distribution of campaigns, leading to word-of-mouth risks;
 
4. limitations in machine learning, leading to difficulties in developing an adequate
experiential learning programme;
 
5. limitations with available metrics, leading to difficulty in developing personalised
learning programmes based on the individual or organisational unit.
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THE ADVANCED SOLUTION FOR A SUSTAINABLE PROGRAMME
 

It is therefore clear that in order to have a serious impact on phishing risk, a "continuous"
training programme is needed that acts on the preparedness and responsiveness of individuals,
thereby increasing the entire organisation's resilience to attack. A programme, based on
experiential learning, able to differentiate the learning path at the individual level. 
 
An anti-phishing training programme that meets these aims must be built on an advanced
platform that transforms ambitious theory into a sustainable model. 
 
This is the role of the Cyber Guru Phishing platform that, by focusing on advanced features such
as automation, adaptive approach and machine learning, succeeds in concretely and rapidly
reducing the phishing risk of the organisation as a whole. 
 
1. SIMPLIFIED CONFIGURATION AND AUTOMATION
 

Let's start from the first limitation we highlighted: the significant impact that simulation
platforms have on cyber security teams, which severely limits their use and therefore does not
allow simulated attacks with a frequency sufficient to increase the preparedness of the
individual. With 2 campaigns a year it is certainly not possible to effectively alter the instinctual
sphere of an individual and transform their behaviour.
  
Cyber Guru Phishing automates most of the processes required to manage simulation
campaigns, therefore minimising the impact on cyber security teams. The on-boarding and
kick-off effort is also limited to the preparation of a user list that considers certain parameters
such as the organisational unit to which the user belongs, the role played in the company,
various logistical aspects, cultural elements, languages used, etc.
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Once activated, the programme proceeds autonomously freeing the cyber security teams so
that they can focus on important high-level aspects of the process, such as the approval of the   
templates suggested by the platform. This activity is supported by effective reporting focused
on reducing the risk of phishing.
  
Cyber Guru Phishing is the only fully autonomous anti-phishing simulation platform that
produces effective results without burdening your Cyber Security teams.

 
2. EFFECTIVE REPORTING
 

The second limitation, related to the interpretation of results, is overcome by providing the
organisation with effective reporting that allows them to monitor the progress of the training
programme and the real results obtained, expressed both as a reduction of the phishing risk
and as an increase in the level of resilience to phishing attacks.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When we talk about phishing risk, we are not referring exclusively to the click rate, which as we
have seen is quite limited as an indicator, but rather we are referring to a combined value that
considers various indicators, such as the level of difficulty of the attack. In this case it is not a
level of difficulty estimated in general terms, but a level of difficulty that considers both
general parameters relating to the characteristics of that specific organisation, and data
measured in the field that describe the specific sensitivities of that individual organisation.
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This information is not only expressed in aggregate terms, but also with levels of detail that
concern every single organisational unit, every location, every type of device used, and the
behavioural analysis of the individual, to the extent allowed regarding privacy.
  
The most important indicators provided at both the aggregate and detailed levels are:
 

the combined risk, which considers both the click rate and theoretical and actual
assessments of the level of difficulty of the attack; 

 
the level of attack resilience (i.e. the number of attacks you resist before falling for a
deception);   

 
the identification of "serial clickers", i.e. those who have a high propensity to fall for
deceptions and carry out the action suggested in the malicious content e-mail.

 
 
3. DIFFERENTIATED AND TIME-DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION STRATEGIES
 

In order to respond to the third limitation linked to the phenomenon of "word of mouth" that
reduces the effectiveness of the programme and the interpretation of the data obtained, Cyber
Guru Phishing uses simulated attack strategies that are specifically designed to avoid this
phenomenon. 
 
First, the campaign does not consist of a single template, but of a wide variety of different
templates that consider the behavioural profile of the target. 
 
Moreover, the campaign is not carried out en masse but rather over a period of time of about
three weeks.
 
Therefore, two people based in the same office or in the same organisational unit will never
receive the same type of e-mail at the same time. The large variety of templates used in the
same campaign, chosen from among the thousands available, will avoid the phenomenon of
"word of mouth" and produce a more effective and credible result.
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We would like to point out that this sophistication is managed automatically by the platform
and therefore does not have any impact on those who oversee the training programme.
 

4. EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
 
And now we face the fourth limitation, perhaps the most important one with respect to the
effectiveness in reducing the phishing risk, i.e. the ability to carry out an effective and
continuous training programme over time. We have seen how effectiveness is strongly
influenced by the ability to develop a form of experiential learning that acts both cognitively
and instinctively, developing the preparedness of the individual.
 
Experiential learning requires certain conditions, such as the adequate frequency of simulations
(at least one attack per month), continuity over time, but especially attack customization based
on the behavioural profile of the individual.
  
An individual who demonstrates a high resilience to attacks will have to be attacked with
simulations of increasing complexity. The goal of the platform is to generate experience in
every component of the organisation, starting from the assumption that no one is immune to
the risk of phishing.
 
On the contrary, an individual who shows a high propensity to fall for deceptions, up to the
extreme condition represented by the so-called "serial clicker" (one who clicks consecutively
and compulsively on every attack received), must be trained with more frequent attacks but of
the same type and level of complexity. Increasing the complexity of attacks on subjects of this
type would not produce any benefit and would be contrary to any logic of experiential learning. 
 
A learning pathway with these characteristics produces tangible benefits and proves to be
particularly effective both in terms of reducing phishing risk and in developing the resilience of
individuals and the entire organisation. Cyber Guru Phishing is in fact the only platform whose
results are guaranteed.
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Carrying out an experiential learning process clearly requires a platform with advanced and
innovative features, namely automation, artificial intelligence and machine learning; features
that enable the platform to operate autonomously.

 
5. DETAILED INFORMATION RESPECTING PRIVACY
 

We come to the fifth limitation, namely the difficulty of obtaining information that goes beyond
aggregate quantitative data, which is necessary for an experiential learning programme that
works at the individual level. 
 
We have seen that the platform must have automation, artificial intelligence, machine learning
and advanced reporting in order to deliver effective experiential learning programs. These
characteristics allow a business to manage multiple levels within the organisational in order to
obtain and correctly evaluate the situation of the organisation as a whole, even when it is
particularly complex and articulated.
 
The data to achieve this however might be shielded by privacy regulations and trade unions,
two very sensitive topics that in some cases might limit the use of information necessary to
associate a phishing risk to an individual. It is therefore important to understand how to carry
out a personalised programme, as described above, without having an impact on the privacy and
trade union rights of the individual.
   
The answer is that Cyber Guru Phishing allows you to completely anonymise the platform,
preventing for example the identification of a "serial clicker". The platform is able to manage
the behavioural profile of each individual, and therefore to customise attacks based on their
profile, while at the same giving you the option to mask any information that would allow you
to identify those who fall for deceptions. In this case, the system will provide reports
associating metrics and indicators down to the organisational unit to which the individual
belongs, but not beyond. 
 
Clearly, this is an option available to the organisation, which will choose which method to adopt
on the basis of its needs and rules.
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CYBER GURU PHISHING AT A GLANCE
 

Cyber Guru Phishing has been designed following a pattern of reasoning based on the following
principles:
·        

All employees are different and inevitably have different learning curves. Assessing
these differences requires constant observation and analysis of all data.

 
Considering that the experiential learning process is based on continuous training and
that decisions can only be made on the basis of a continuous analysis of data,
automation is absolutely necessary to achieve an effective result.

·        
As things are today, security teams are subject to a high volume of threats, which is
growing daily along with level of sophistication of attacks. Therefore, all processes that
can be automated must be automated, allowing security teams to focus solely on that
which requires specialist attention.

 
The human factor is the main point of vulnerability in modern organisations, and it is
precisely the human factor that has been targeted in the development of this solution.
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METHODOLOGY
 
Cyber Guru Phishing's methodology is based on   internationally recognised training theory
combined with a deep experience in   information security training in the public and private
sectors. The effectiveness and efficiency of the simulated campaigns is a direct result of this
experience and other basic concepts that characterise the methodology of Cyber Guru Phishing:
 

1. Ongoing training: Changing employee behaviour requires the implementation of a training
programme that is carried out continuously. For this reason, a platform has been developed
that executes the programme autonomously so that the security experts only have to supervise.
 
2. Repeat without boring: A key concept in training is the need to repeat the exercises without
boring the users. This is achieved by building a rule engine that constantly changes the training
content to keep it fresh from the point of view of the end user.

 
3. Diversity: Learning to identify phishing is like learning to drive, where the more situations a
person encounters while training, the better his or her qualities as a driver become. In the
learning path for identifying phishing attacks, this effect is achieved by using many different
simulation scenarios within a given campaign.

 
4. Memorisation process: the results of major scientific research on how memory works have
allowed us to provide the platform with a particularly effective methodology and content that
promotes individual learning. This is one of the reasons why we have developed a multilingual
platform with content in the employee's native language.

 
5. Data-based training: Integrating machine learning techniques and statistical analysis with
advanced training concepts produce significantly better results than manual or perception-
based training.
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WHY CYBER GURU IS DIFFERENT
 
The solution consists of a stand-alone platform, with data-based auto-learning technology and
unique features that differentiate it from any other phishing platform. These features offer
benefits to our customers and provide the metrics that show tangible evidence of these benefits.

 
With Cyber Guru Phishing the security team will invest minimal time in the management of
the continuous training programme, which consists of both periodic phishing attack
simulations and automatic exposure to specific training content for those who fall victim
to a simulated attack. Training is carried out autonomously by the platform, with the
customer only responsible for supervising the process and interpreting the results. No
other solution on the market has these characteristics.

 
With Cyber Guru Phishing, the on-boarding period is very fast even for complex
environments because all the required features come ready to use. These include the
preparation of templates, the customization of training content, the multilingual
translation of simulations - all activities that on other platforms require a designer and
developers with knowledge of HTML / CSS.

 
With Cyber Guru Phishing, staff engagement rates are particularly high because training is
structured as "on the job training" with short, decisive lessons that are activated only
when the user falls victim to the attack. This will stimulate preparedness and
responsiveness as well as the ability of the user to remember what they have learned and
to become an active part of the defence mechanism.

 
With Cyber Guru Phishing the results are immediately visible and can be objectively
measured with more advanced indicators and metrics than those provided by other
solutions focused solely on click rate, which, as an isolated indicator, has little relation to
the true risk.
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With Cyber Guru Phishing, the TCO of the platform can be measured directly without any
hidden costs and without the need to resort to particularly expensive consulting activities
or professional services, something that happens regularly with other platforms when a
significant number of simulations is required for each employee.

 
With Cyber Guru Phishing you have a dedicated Customer Success Manager, because the
real goal of a platform of this type is to achieve success, and therefore to reduce risk, by
acting on the human factor..
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GUARANTEED RESULTS
 
In recent years, thanks to Cyber Guru Phishing, a large number of companies and hundreds of
thousands of professionals have been successfully trained, greatly improving resilience against
phishing attacks.
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SERIAL CLICKER
 
A "serial clicker" is defined as an employee who
has repeatedly failed in recent phishing attack
simulation cycles and thus represents a high risk
for the entire organisation. For this reason, the
serial clicker must necessarily be subjected to a
more intense and frequent level of training.
  
Using Cyber Guru Phishing the pervasiveness of
serial clickers:
 

Averages around 17%, after the first three
simulations
Decreases to 10% after six simulations
Reaches 4% after 12 simulations.

 
It is important to underline that the monitoring
and intensification of training in these cases is
also carried out autonomously by the platform.
Therefore, this process can also take place when
the company has decided to keep the platform
completely anonymous without reporting on
individuals.

1.

2.
3.

EMPLOYEE RESILIENCE
 
Employee resilience is measured against the
number of successful simulations (i.e. the
recipient of the e-mail does not click on the
link) between two failures. 
  
With Cyber Guru Phishing the employee's
average resilience score:
 

Averages 1 after the second simulation
Reaches 2 after five simulations
Reaches 4 after 12 simulations

 
The resilience score reflects the ability of
employees to resist attacks. The value of this
score always increases during periods when
phishing campaigns are active. It also
provides a concrete measure of how difficult
it can be for a malicious user to overcome the
psychological defences of employees.
Automatic learning algorithms combined with
high-frequency adaptive training have been
shown to maximise results over a 12-month
programme.

1.
2.
3.
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COMBINED RISK
 
Risk assessment is carried out on the basis of a combination of various metrics. Traditional ethical
phishing platforms tend to associate the level of risk directly with the click rate, greatly
understating the risk level and making it no better than a simple statistic. 
 
Cyber Guru Phishing performs this evaluation considering several metrics, in particular the
combination of the click rate and the level of sophistication of the attack, which is algorithmically
calculated on a large number of parameters.
   
It is therefore quite possible that the level of risk remains low values even when the click rate
increases.
 
SEGMENTATION
 
Reports can be generated based on campaigns, specific profiles of users, organisational units,
locations, languages used, and other user segmentation established by the company itself.
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